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Course Outline

Part I (14:00 – 15:30) − M. Pelillo

ü Introduction to game theory

ü Polymatrix games, contextual pattern recognition (relaxation labeling), and 
graph transduction

ü Evolutionary games and data clustering (dominant sets)

Coffee break

Part II (16:00 – 17:30) − R. Tripodi

ü Origin and Evolution of Language: a Game Theoretic Perspective

ü Game Theory and Natural Language Processing



Language Origin and Evolution
A Game Theoretic Perspective



Language and Games

The so-called game metaphor has been used in different ways by 
philosophers and linguists to explain how language has been 
developed and how it works.

During the XIX century, Charles Sanders Peirce and Ferdinand de 
Saussure, likened language to chess. Peirce asserted that

C.S. Peirce

F. De Saussure

Expressions mediate thoughts just as 
pawns and knights mediate the strategy
intentions of a chess player.

These activities involve dynamics, 
conventional rules, and positional 
strategies.



Language as a Dynamical System

These analogies describe language as a dynamical system whose 
properties are convectional and emerge from a long series of 
interactions among the speakers.
A perspective proposed (earlier!) by Diodorus of Sicily (90-27 BC). 

The sounds they made had no sense and were 
confused; but gradually they articulated their 
expressions, and by establishing symbols among 
themselves for every sort of object they came to 
express themselves on all matters in a way 
intelligible to one another. […] and not all men 
had the same language, since each group 
organized their expressions as chance had it.



Language and Natural Selection

Also Charles Darwin interpreted the language origin in a similar way.

The formation of different languages and of 
distinct species, and the proofs that both have 
been developed through a gradual process, 
are curiously parallel. […] The survival or 
preservation of certain favored words in the 
struggle for existence is natural selection. 



Language Games

Ludwig Wittgenstein introduced the concept of 
language game to explain that speaking is an 
activity (or a form of life), which gives language 
its meaning.

[...] the meaning of a word is its use in the language.

The meaning of a word is not predefined, it 
depends on how speakers use words in specific 
contexts. This gives rise to correlations among 
words and objects. Meanings are constructed by 
virtue of these repeated actions that show the 
conventional nature of language. 



Modelling Language Evolution

The recognition of these affinities is the starting point for the 
interpretation of language as a dynamical system, but, all these 
intuitions were not developed into a general theory, remaining 
fragmented, until the second half of the XX century. This 
essentially is for two reasons:

1. the lack of theoretical models which explain how 
evolutionary processes work.

2. the lack of empirical tools, able to simulate evolutionary 
processes. 



Modelling Language Evolution

A theoretical model for evolutionary 
processes was given in 1859 (The Origin of 
Species).
In 1963 John Maynard Smith and George 
R. Price introduced a mathematical model 
to study evolutionary processes in biology.



Lewis’ Signaling Games

David Lewis (1969) used some concepts from game theory to 
study the emergence of language conventions.

Lewis introduced signaling games as a simplified model to 
explain how people agree upon a common vocabulary.

In particular Lewis used the concept of Nash equilibrium to 
show how this concept can lead to the development of a 
signaling system in which the symbols used for the 
communication are not ambiguous.



Lewis’ Signaling Games: Graphical 
Model

two players, sender (S) and receiver (R)

n possible states of the word (t)

k possible symbols (m)

l possible acts (a)



Lewis’ Signaling Games: Rules

Sender’s strategies

S1
State 1 → Signal 1
State 2 → Signal 2

S2
State 1 → Signal 2
State 2 → Signal 1

S3
State 1 → Signal 1
State 2 → Signal 1

S4
State 1 → Signal 2
State 2 → Signal 2

Receiver’s strategies

R1
Signal 1 → Act 1
Signal 2 → Act 2

R2
Signal 1 → Act 2
Signal 2 → Act 1

R3
Signal 1 → Act 1
Signal 2 → Act 1

R4
Signal 1 → Act 2
Signal 2 → Act 2



Lewis’ Signaling Games: P matrix

The sender’s strategies can be 
described as an k × n matrix P.

The rows are indexed according 
to the symbols and the columns
are indexed according to the 
states.

An entry pij indicates the use of 
symbol i to communicate state j.

Each row sum up to 1.



Lewis’ Signaling Games: Q matrix

The receiver’s strategies can be 
described as an l × k matrix Q.

The rows are indexed according 
to the actions and the columns
are indexed according to the 
symbols.

An entry qji indicates selection of 
action i in response to symbol j.

Each row sum up to 1.



Signaling Games: Payoff and Equilibria

The payoff of a signaling game can be computed with the following 
equation.
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A signaling system is only possible when:

1. P and Q are permutation matrices

2. P = QT

In this case the payoff of the game is 1, the maximal value it can take 
and corresponds to the strict Nash equilibrium of the game.

Signaling system if and only if strict Nash equilibrium



Signaling Games: Properties and Limits

Lewis’ model shows the conventional nature of the symbols’ 
meaning, demonstrating that the association symbol-act is 
arbitrary.

Two matrices, P and Q, can have the same payoff.

His model is conceived to discover the equilibria of a signaling 
game, with different numbers of players, states, symbols and 
acts.

A signaling game can lead to different non-strict equilibria. 

There are always completely pooling equilibria, in which the 
sender uses always the same symbol and the receiver uses 
always the same act.



Signaling Games: Partial Pooling 
Equilibria

Partial pooling equilibria: only the information about some states is 
pooled.

" = 	
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 1 − 0

, $ = 	
2 1 − 2 0
0 0 1
0 0 1

the information about
state 3 is always transmitted
correctly and the information
about state 1 and 2 is pooled.



From Equilibrium Selection to 
Equilibrium Maintenance

Lewis proposed equilibrium selection methods to develop signaling 
systems but two problems remain open in his model:

1. Why some equilibria are selected against others 

2. How the selected equilibria are maintained in a population 
(equilibrium maintenance problem)

He justified the first point using the concept of salience that allows 
some signaling system to be preferable. But this concept is not 
completely clear.

The second point was justified using the concept of common 
knowledge that allows to maintain a specific signaling system in a 
population. But common knowledge cannot be guarantied.



Evolution of Signaling Games

A solution, for these problems can be addressed studying the 
evolution of a signaling system, not just its possible equilibria.

Brian Skyrms (1996) proposed to apply concepts derived from 
evolutionary game theory (EGT) to study Lewis signaling systems.

EGT gives a mathematical model to analyze the emergence of Nash 
Equilibria (a convention or a signaling system)

Ø Does not require the concept of salience.

It allows also the explain why the equilibria are maintained in the 
population using the concept evolutionary stable strategies that does 
not require common knowledge.

Ø Does not require common knowledge.



Evolutionary Signaling Games

Within an EGT perspective we have a population of agents that play 
the games repeatedly with other players.

Each player can adopt different strategies S = {1, …, m}.

Strategies correspond to P and a Q matrices.

The distribution of the agents’ strategy is defined as prob. vectors:

x=(x1, …, xm)     for P

y=(y1, …, ym)     for Q

that lie on the standard simplex.

The payoff matrix that models a game can be calculate as in Lewis:
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Signaling Games: Dynamics

The payoffs of the games are calculate as:

P Q
Payoff of a single strategy 3 "* =( 5+3("*|$+)
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Average payoff 3(") =(3("*)8*
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The dynamics of the system are calculated as follows:

8*
(9:;) = 8*

(9) 3("*)

3(")
	<=>	? ∈ {1, . . , C} 5*

(9:;) = 5*
(9) 3($*)

3($)
	<=>	? ∈ {1, . . , C}

At each iteration the agents receive a payoff according to what 
strategy has been adopted.

And update their behaviors selecting strategy that have been effective 
in previous games.



Signaling games with N = 2

In the binary case with 2 states, 2 symbols and 2 acts we have
4 possible strategies.



Results of signaling games with N = 2

The payoff matrix results in:

Simulation N=2: starting at randomly chosen population proportions 
the dynamics will always converge to a signaling system equilibrium.

code: skyrms2



Signaling games with N = 3

In the binary case of signaling games with N = 3 we can consider 6 
possible strategies.



Signaling Games: Payoff Matrix

The payoff matrix that models this scenario is:

code: skyrms3



Bottlenecks and Synonyms

To require that the number of states, acts and signals are equal is a 
drastic restriction. Skyrms tried to generalize the model.

Too few signals (Information 
bottleneck) can create suboptimal 
evolutionarily stable strategies.

Too many signals. If all the signals 
are used, an efficient system of 
signals will include synonyms.



Learning in Evolutionary Language 
Games

Martin Nowak developed a mathematical framework for the 
evolution of language based on evolutionary game dynamics.

In particular on the evolution of vocabulary, that is 
associations between signals and objects.

Successful communication contributes to biological fitness: 
individuals who communicate well leave more offspring.

Children inherit from their parents a strategy for language 
learning (a language acquisition device).



Language Transmission Models

They consider three mechanisms whereby language is passed from 
one generation to the next:

parental learning: children learn the 
language of their parents;

role model learning: children learn the 
language of individuals with a high 
payoff; 

random learning: children learn the 
language of randomly chosen 
individuals.



Evolutionary language games

The model is composed by N agents, equipped with P and Q
matrices for speaking and earing. As in previous experiments:
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For two agents, I1 and I2 ,who use languages, L1 (given by P1
and Q1) and L2, (given by P2 and Q2). The payoff that they 
obtain (level of comprehension) is calculate as:
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Evolutionary language games

The model assumes that agents learn their language observing and 
imitating other individuals.

When I1 learns from I2, it samples the responses of I2 to every object k 
times and construct an association matrix A, whose entries aij

indicates how often an agent has observed one or more agents 
referring to object i using symbol j.

A given Pi is sampled to give an association matrix Ai+1 that is then 
converted into Pi+1 (and Qi+1) with the following equation

)*+ = G*+/( G*Q
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Giving rise to the following process:

"R → T; → "; → TM → "M → ⋯



Evolutionary language games

The language changes over time because language learning 
(constructing A from P) is a probabilistic process.

This process will reach an absorbing state.

The absorbing states are given by the set of all binary P matrices 
where each object is associated with only one signal (but a given 
signal may refer to several objects).

code: nowakImg (gif)



Parental Learning: Simulation

Simulation with 100 agents and N = 5. Initially, every individual has 
a random A.



Role Modeling: Simulation

Agents with a high payoff have a higher chance of being imitated. 
Each agent choose K agents and sample the responses from them.



Random Learning: Simulation

Agents learn their language from random chosen neighbor.



Conclusion for Language Evolution

In this part of the tutorial we have described how GT has been used 
to model the development of signaling systems.

We considered classical game theory that allows to find the signaling 
systems in different conditions (number of states, signals and acts)

We considered how EGT can be used to explain how signaling 
systems emerge in a population and how them are maintained.

We also studied how a common language can be learned in a 
population and how it is passed generation after generation.



Bibliography for Language Evolution

This part is based on:

Lewis
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Nowak
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Other applications of evolutionary 
language games

Signaling systems analysis
• Pawlowitsch, C. Finite populations choose an optimal language. JTB 2007.

• Pawlowitsch, C. Why evolution does not always lead to an optimal signaling 
system. GEB, 2008.

Development of other aspect of language
• Nowak, M. A., et al. Evolution of universal grammar. Science, 2001.

• Nowak, M. A., et al. The evolution of syntactic communication. Nature, 2000.

• Zuidema, W., B. De Boer. The evolution of combinatorial phonology. Journal of 
Phonetics, 2009.

• Zuidema, W., and G. Westermann. Evolution of an optimal lexicon under 
constraints from embodiment. Artificial Life, 2003.

Applications in robotics
• Steels, L. A self-organizing spatial vocabulary. Artificial life, 1995.



Game Theory and Natural 
Language Processing



Game Theory and Consistent Labeling
Learning problems can be seen as non-cooperative games.
Objects to be labeled = players
Class labels = pure strategies 
Weighted labeling assignments = mixed strategies
Contextual constraints = payoff function R

The coefficient rij(λ,μ) measures the strength of compatibility between the two 
hypotheses: bi is labeled λ and bj is labeled μ.
The payoff obtained when player i plays strategy λ and player j plays μ.
Context-aware classification = Nash equilibrium (Miller and Zucker, 1992)



Word Sense Disambiguation

WSD is the task to identify the intended meaning of a word in a 
computational manner based on the context in which it appears.

1. One of the stars in the star cluster Pleiades [...] 
2. One of the stars in the last David Lynch film [...] 

It has been studied since the beginning of NLP and also today is a 
central topic of this discipline. 

It is a used in applications like text understanding, machine 
translation, opinion mining, sentiment analysis and information 
extraction. 

Cinema



WSD: SotA

Supervised approaches

• Use sense labeled corpora to build 
classifiers.

Semi-supervised approaches

• Use transductive methods to transfer 
the information from few labeled 
words to unlabeled.

Unsupervised approaches

• Use a knowledge base to collect all 
the senses of a given word.

• Exploit contextual information to 
choose the best sense for each word.



Unsupervised WSD: Formal Definition

A text T can be represented as a sequence of words (w1, ..., wn).

Each word w is associated to a set,

Si = {s1, ...,  VC}

of senses.

WSD is the task of assigning for each wi the appropriate sense,

s � Si.

WSD can be viewed as a classification task.



WSD: Game Theoretic Approach

Our approach to WSD is based on two fundamental assumptions: 

1. similar words should be assigned to similar classes. 
2. the meaning of a word does not depend on all the words in a 

text but just on some of them.

With this formulation it is possible to:

• maintain the textual coherence.
• disambiguate all the words in a text simultaneously.



WSD Games

The WSD problem can be formulated in game-theoretic terms 
modeling: 

• the players of the games as the words to be disambiguated.
• the strategies of the games as the senses of each word.
• the payoff matrices of each game as a sense similarity

function.
• the interactions among the players as a weighted graph.



Graph Construction

Given a text

Y = {Z*}*F;
[

we construct the N × N similarity matrix W, where each element wij

is the distributional similarity between words i and j.

Z ?, \ = V?C Z*, Z+ ∀	?, \	 ∈ Y ∶ ?	 ≠ \



Strategy Space

For each word i, we use a knowledge base to collect its sense 
inventory

Mi = {1, . . . , m},

where m is the number of senses associated to word i. 

Then create the set of all the different senses, C = {1, . . . , c}.

And initialize the strategy space xi → ℝ;×b of each player with the 
following formula:

8*+ = c
Cd;, ?<	VeHVe	\	?V	?H	f*.

0, =gℎe>Z?Ve

or with other distributions if the frequency of each sense is known.



Payoff Matrix

We encoded the payoff matrix of the games as a sense similarity 
matrix among all the senses in the strategy of two players. 

In this way the higher the similarity among the senses of two words, 
the higher the incentive for a word to chose that sense.

The m × n sense similarity matrix Z is defined as follows, 

i*+ = V?C V*, V+ 	∀	?, \	 ∈ j ∶ ?	 ≠ \



System Dynamics

Now that we have the topology of the data W , the strategy space of 
the game X and the payoff matrix Z we can compute the utility 
function of a single strategy xh as,

k 8*
l =( (Z*+m*+)l

�
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and the utility function of a player as, 

k(8*) =( 8*
o(Z*+m*+8+)
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which are used in the replicator dynamics equation to find the Nash 
equilibria of the games.

8*
l	(g + 1) = 8*

l	(g)
k 8*

l

k 8*
	<=>	?	 ∈ 	 {1, . . , j}



WSD Games: an example

There is a financial institution near the river bank.



WSD Games: dynamics (time = 1)

There is a financial institution near the river bank.



WSD Games: dynamics (time = 2)

There is a financial institution near the river bank.



WSD Games: dynamics (time = 3)

There is a financial institution near the river bank.



WSD Games: dynamics (time = 12)

There is a financial institution near the river bank.



Word Sense Disambiguation

Evaluation measure:

K1 = 2 ⋅
)>eq?V?=H ⋅ >eqGrr

)>eq?V?=H + >eqGrr
⋅ 100



WSD: Comparison with SotA algorithms

The results are provided as F1 and the first result with a statistically 
significant difference from the best of each dataset is marked with * (χ2, 
p < 0.05).



Entity Linking: Comparison with SotA
algorithms

The results are provided as F1 for S13 and as AC for KORE50. 
The first result with a statistically significant difference from the 
best of each dataset is marked with * (χ2, p < 0.05).



Conclusions on WSD

We introduced a new method for WSD based on GT.

It can be considered as a continuation of knowledge based, graph 
based and similarity based approaches. 

It maintains the textual coherence imposing that the meaning of each 
word in a text must be related to the meaning of the other words. 

Instead of finding the most important sense in a network it 
disambiguates all the words at the same time.

The use of a GT model allows to always find a solution. 

It is flexible, it is possible to use new similarity measures, graph 
constructions and strategy space initializations 

It is also possible to use it as completely unsupervised or to use 
information from sense-labeled corpora.



Document Clustering

Document clustering is a particular kind of clustering that involves 
textual data.
Popular applications of document clustering aims at organizing 
tweets, news, novels and medical documents. 



Document Clustering: SotA

Generative models and topic models try to find the underlying 
distribution that created the set of data objects. 

One problem with these approaches is the conditional-independence 
assumption, which does not hold for textual data, since they are 
intrinsically relational. 

Graph-based algorithms use a criterion functions to partition the 
graph into a predefined number of clusters. 

Models based on matrix factorization assumes that words which 
occur together are associated with similar clusters. 

A common problem involves the temporal dimension. It is difficult to 
deal with datasets which evolve over time and in many real world 
applications documents are streamed continuously.



Document Clustering Games

With our approach we try to overcome these problems.

We simulate the presence of some clusters into a dataset and classify 
new instances according to this information. 

We also try to deal with situations in which the number of clusters to 
extract is not given as input to our algorithm. 

Game theoretic formulation

• Each player ?�s, is a document in the corpus 

• Each strategy, s �t? is a particular cluster. 

• The payoff matrix T?\ is defined as an identity matrix of rank K 

• The interactions are modeled with a similarity graph. 

• It is possible to have labeled (sr) and unlabeled (sk).



Graph Construction

We used the bag-of-words model to represent the data.

g<?I< Ig = g<(I, g) ⋅ r=u
v

I<(I, g)

Dimension reduction (LSA) 

Cosine distance S = q=Vw
xn⋅xy

||xn||||xy||

Kernel functions V̂ ?, \ = exp{−
~ny
�

Ä�
}

Normalized graph Laplacian: L = vd;/MtÅvd;/M

The number of nodes in L are reduced with the k-nn alg.



Similarity Graph



Strategy Space

We used the Dominant Set clustering algorithm or prior knowledge to 
find some prototypical clusters on a subset of the dataset

We divide the data points in clustered and not clustered.

The strategy space of the game is defined as follows: 

8*
l = c

Çd;	?<	H=Ie	?	?V	H=g	qrkVge>eI
1	?<	H=Ie	?	?V	?H	qrkVge>	ℎ

where K is the number clusters extracted and K−1 ensures that the 
constraints required by a game theoretic framework are met. 



Document Clustering Games: Dynamics

The payoffs of the games are computed as:

k* e*
l =( (L*+T*+8+)l
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k* 8 =( 8*
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System dynamics

8*
l	(g + 1)=8*

l	(g)
k* e*

l

k* 8
 for h ∈  {1,.., K} 



Datasets

Accuracy: Tj =
∑ ã(ån,Eçé Én )
è
nêë

J

Normalized Mutual Inform: 'fs j, jí = 	
ìÉ î,îï

ñóò	(ô î ,ô îï )



Results

Results as NMI of generative models
and graph partitioning algorithm
(Best ) compared to our approach
with and without K. (Zhong, 2005)

Results as AC of nonnegative matrix
factorization algorithms (Best ) 
compared to our approach with and 
without K. (Pompili, 2014)



Results on Streaming Data (K1b)

Ground truth

Document clustering games



Results on Streaming Data (classic)

Ground truth

Document clustering games



Conclusion on Document Clustering

A new model for document clustering based on GT.

A continuation of graph based approaches but it combines together 
the partition of the graph and the propagation of the information 
across the network. 

Does not require the number of clusters to extract

Can be used in scenarios in which the data are streamed
continuously.

Can be used with new graph similarity measure and new dynamics to 
improve its performances or to adapt to new contexts. 

Can be used sequentially on big data.



Conclusion and Future Works

Game theory provides an elegant unifying framework to

• deal with the origin and evolution of language
• develop context-aware/similarity-based NLP models

Classical game theory shifts the emphasis from optimality to 
equilibrium conditions

Evolutionary game theory shifts the emphasis from equilibrium to 
stability conditions

Future applications of game theory to NLP include, e.g.,

• Dynamic topic model
• Opinion and sentiment analysis
• Text generation
• …
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